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Abstract 
This work aims to study the feasibility and advantages of blockchain technology in chat applications and 

propose a blockchain-based system for the messaging system. The existing Messaging System is based on 

centralized computing system architecture, but on a broader level replicas of such servers are distributed over 
several regions or zones. Secondly, the issue with the existing chat system is privacy, confidentiality, and trust. 

As every chat and related data is processed via centralized systems which are prone to various Cyber attacks 

like MITM, EFAIL, and others. This work proposed a blockchain-based system to counter and address such 

issues that exist in messaging systems and to help the user to exchange message and information securely.   

Keywords: Decentralized, Blockchain, Ethereum, Whisper Protocol, Security, Privacy and 

Confidentiality.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s generation chatting over messaging platforms are a part of an individual’s lifestyle. Today’s  

most of the communication happens over social media platforms. All these platforms also provide users the 

option to share multimedia attachments leveraging their communication protocols over sockets. All these chat or 

messaging platforms are processed through centralized servers. All the user’s message or information (maybe 

confidential) is being processed by the central server before transmitting the same to intended recipients. The 

issue with these kinds of system is that all the information are visible at processing servers even if the messages 

or information transmitted are claimed to be end to end encrypted. The author has created a messaging or rather 
say a simple chat application and has explained experimentally shown how the transmitted messages are visible 

at processing servers. Nevertheless, the system of the centralized system has scalability issues when compared 

to decentralized computing systems. In this work, the author has proposed a blockchain[1] based solution based 

on ethereum platform[2] using Whisper Protocol[3] to the issues that exist in traditional messaging or chat 

applications. In this section, the author has explained the background key concepts. 

 

1.1.   Deep Dive into the Problem Statement  

Problem Statement- “In existing or traditional messaging platform or chat application, processing of 

information (message or information) happens through central computing servers. This can cause the private 

conversation between users visible at the server, even if they are claimed to be end to end protected”. The author 

has shown how exchanged messages and information are visible at the Server end. Author has created a simple 

chat application and have shown the visibility of exchanged message or information in the central server.  
 

Figure 1. shows the illustration of the Chat System between two users and Figure 2 shows the visibility of the 

message at server or web socket running on port 3000.  

 

 
Figure 1. Chat between two users over a messaging platform.  
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Figure 2. Chat between two users visible at Messaging Platform. 

 

This condition is true even for most of the messaging platform which claims the messages between 

users are end to end encrypted, the central server ( which is hosting the chat business rule for chat application) 

must have the key to decrypt the message. Hence the encrypted messages can be visible at server end. There is 

no transparency how the server is maintained. It is a major concern as there is no assurance for Privacy and 

Confidentiality. Users often transfer confidential information (confidential files  to trusted users) through these 

platforms. So there must be some systems which should assure full privacy and confidentiality to exchanged 

messages between users.  Blockchain can be the key technology to address the above mentioned issues.  

 

1.2.   Blockchain  

Blockchain is one of the emerging and cutting edge technology in the recent era. Blockchain is a decentralized 

ledger instead of a central authority. In simple words, the term blockchain itself stating it is a chain of blocks. A 

block can be a data structure that contains data and some attributes. Blocks can be linked together to form a 

chain of blocks. Basic Components of blocks are:  

A. Hash: Unique Identifier of the current block. (Always unique).  

B. Timestamp value.  

C. Previous Hash: Hash of the previous block.  

D. Data: Based on the type of Blockchain.  

A hash can be treated as a fingerprint to identify a block. Figure 3. shows the representation of a blockchain. 

The first block is often referred to as the genesis block in the blockchain world, and it has no reference to the 

previous block. 

 
Figure 3. Representation of Blockchain 

 

1.3. Ethereum 

Ethereum is a public or permissionless Blockchain platform. Ethereum is one of the blockchain 

platforms to build decentralized applications. Ethereum Platform provides the flexibility to not only store 

transaction details on the block but also code snippets, which are termed as smart contracts[4]. The use of Smart 

Contracts makes the ethereum platform programmable. Ethereum follows WEB 3.0 Architecture which is 

illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Web 3.0 Architecture - Representing Ethereum 

 

The important layer related to this work is Layer 3. Swarm module only emphasizes on File Storage, an 

example is Inter Planetary File System (IPFS). EVM module emphasizes Consensus, this is something that 

networks must be agreeing upon some facts, Ethereum uses the Proof of Work[6] consensus algorithm. And 

Messaging layer is something that is used by Ethereum for communication using Peer to Peer Protocol, this 

protocol is known as Whisper Protocol. Whisper protocol happens over off-chain i.e. it has nothing to do with 
the smart contract execution of the blockchain. In a whisper, the protocol is an identity-based communication 

protocol, meaning each node or participant in the network is having some identity. Suppose, there are 5 nodes or 

participants in the network, A, B, C, D, and E respectively, if node A wants to send a message to node 2, then 

according to the whisper protocol, each node C, D, E, and B will receive the message, the message will only be 

decoded by intended recipient i.e. Node B in our case. Other nodes C, D, and E will simply discard or drop the 

message. The entire communication in whisper protocol is providing nodes to communicate in a secure 

environment. To make the entire communication more secure from external attacks Consensus algorithm Proof-

of-Work is used. Whisper protocol is committed to achieving 100% darkness, however, there is some trade-off 

between the theoretical and practical value. Whisper protocol uses Asymmetric Key Encryption for 

communication. 

       
1.4. Smart Contracts  

Smart contracts are actually a business logic that is being developed as per requirements. It is used for 

automation and executes a specific task based on some events, i.e. Got automatically triggered when some 

events are executed. In the Ethereum platform Smart Contracts are written in “Solidity”, the Ethereum State 

Machine or (Ethereum Virtual Machine) converts the solidity code into low-level machinery language called 

Opcodes. Opcodes, often known as operational codes, is a set of instructions to execute a specific task. Initially, 

there were 140 Unique Opcodes. These opcodes together make the Ethereum machine a Turing complete. 

Figure 5 shows some of the most commonly used EVM opcodes and corresponding Gas consumption. 

 

 
Figure 5. Opcodes and Corresponding Gas Consumption  
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Figure 6. shows the work flow of the proposed architecture.  

 
Figure 6. Proposed Architecture.  

 

In the first step author have setup the ethereum platform and have enabled the whishper protocol for 

communication. Post deploying the ethereum network author have integrated the chat application with 

blockchain network through “web3.js” library. The chat will happens over peer to peer protocol, the no server is 
involved in between.  

 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

Figure 7. shows the illustration of setting up the ethereum network and enabling whisper protocol and Figure 8, 

depicts the working of decentralized application.   

 

 
Figure 7. Ethereum Network set up and enabling Whisper Protocol using shh flag 

 

 
Figure 8. Decentralized Chat Application. 

 

As the communication is happening over a blockchain platform leveraging whisper protocol in peer to 

peer mode, the communication does not rely on the central server. All the message that is happening between 
recipients is secure, private, and confidential. Also, these kinds of decentralized chat system perform better as 

compared to Centralized Chat Application in terms of throughput, scalability, and uptime.    
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IV. CONCLUSION 

From the above discussion, we conclude that the blockchain platform can be a key technology that can 

solve privacy and confidentiality related issues that exist in the Traditional or existing messaging system. Also, 
a decentralized-based messaging system performs better than a centralized messaging platform in terms of 

scalability, throughput, processing, and uptime. This author has practically shown how confidential and private 

messages are visible at the processing or computing end of the chat server. Authors have also explained and 

shown how blockchain-based chat application will help users to exchange information securely, leveraging 

whisper protocol in peer to peer mode. 
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